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 Members may recall from LC Paper No. LS96/19-20 dated 11 June 
2020 and issued to Members vide LC Paper No. CB(2)1197/19-20 that the Legal 
Service Division ("LSD") was scrutinizing the legal and drafting aspects of the 
Bill.  
 
2. To recap, the Bill seeks to amend the Insurance Ordinance (Cap. 41) 
to provide for the regulation and supervision of insurance groups by the 
Insurance Authority ("IA") through exercising direct regulatory powers over 
their Hong Kong-incorporated holding companies.  No Bills Committee has 
been formed to study the Bill.  LSD has sought clarifications from the 
Administration on certain matters relating to the proposed regulatory regime.  
Major issues in our enquiries and the Administration's responses (at Appendix) 
are summarized below. 
 
Application of the proposed regulatory regime to insurance groups 
 
3. Under the Bill, IA's being appointed as the group supervisor of an 
insurance group in accordance with principles adopted by the International 
Association of Insurance Supervisors ("IAIS") would be a pre-condition for the 
application of the proposed regulatory regime to the insurance group and IA's 
exercise of direct regulatory powers over it (proposed new sections 95B and 
95C).  We have asked the Administration: (i) for the reasons for such 
arrangement whereas no such arrangement is provided for the regulation of 
financial holding companies (including insurance groups) under the Financial 
Holding Companies Act 2013 which has been enacted (but has not yet 
commenced) in Singapore; and (ii) if the Bill is enacted, who would be 
responsible for the appointment of IA as the group supervisor of the insurance 
groups and whether IA's current status as the group supervisor of the three 
insurance groups (i.e. AIA, FWD and Prudential) would be affected. 
 
4. In response, the Administration has explained that the pre-condition 
aims to provide an objective criterion to be met for IA to consider whether to 
designate an insurance holding company subject to IA's group-wide supervision.  
According to IA's understanding, the Monetary Authority of Singapore would, in 
practice, designate an insurance holding company to be subject to the Financial 
Holding Companies Act 2013 only after being appointed as the group supervisor 
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by a supervisory college established by the involved supervisors 1  of the 
insurance group in accordance with the principles, standards and guidance 
promulgated by IAIS.  This is the same as the proposed arrangement under the 
Bill.  According to the Administration, IA's current status as the group 
supervisor of the three insurance groups mentioned above would not be affected 
by the enactment of the Bill. 
 
Criteria for designation of insurance holding companies 
 
5. Under the Bill, IA would exercise its supervisory functions over an 
insurance group through designating an insurance holding company within the 
group as a "designated insurance holding company" ("DIHC").  The proposed 
new section 95C(2) sets out the criteria for determining whether it is appropriate 
to make a designation.  Upon our enquiry, the Administration has explained 
that as a general principle, an insurance holding company in an insurance group 
with insurance operations in more markets and with larger business scale is 
more likely to be designated.  IA's designation would also take into account the 
prevailing criteria for an Internationally Active Insurance Groups promulgated 
by IAIS (e.g. premiums being written in three or more jurisdictions and total 
assets (based on a three-year rolling average) being at least US$50 billion).   
 
Group-wide supervision by IA 
 
6. Upon designation of a DIHC, IA would determine which member 
of an insurance group would be subject to the supervision by IA ("supervised 
group") (the proposed new section 95D).  The supervised group would by 
default consist of members including the DIHC, all its subsidiaries, and any 
other entities that are, according to applicable accounting standards, treated as 
members of the insurance group to which the DIHC belongs ("default 
members").  Also, IA would be empowered to include in the supervised group 
any entity considered by IA to be closely linked to a default member of the 
supervised group through any financial, contractual or operational relationship.   
 
7. Upon our enquiry, the Administration has explained that IA would 
take a "substance over form" approach and may consider various matters in 
determining whether an entity is closely linked to a default member of a 
supervised group.  These considerations would include whether there is any 
common director among the relevant entities; whether the relevant entities are 
involved in the policy-making process of each other; and whether there is any 
material transaction among the relevant entities.   
 
                                           
1 According to the proposed new section 95A to be added by clause 12 of the Bill, "involved 

supervisor", in relation to an insurance group or a supervised group, means an authority 
that performs a function under the law of any place to supervise a member of the group in 
relation to matters concerning insurance or any other financial service. 
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8. The Administration has also explained that the supervised group 
might include entities the primary business of which is not insurance business, 
but the inclusion of non-insurance entities would not be ultra vires the principal 
functions of IA under Cap. 41 because policy holders of the insurance entities in 
the insurance group could be exposed to risks acquired by business carried on by 
non-insurance entities in the group and the inclusion of non-insurance entities in 
the group to be subject to IA's supervision would serve to protect existing and 
potential policy holders, which is one of the principal functions of IA as 
provided for under section 4A(1) of Cap. 41.  Furthermore, the proposed new 
section 95B(1)(b) would extend the functions of IA to include regulating and 
supervising insurance groups of which IA is appointed as the group supervisor. 
 
Other issues 
 
9. We have also sought clarifications on various issues including 
(i) the differences between IA's "regulatory functions" and "supervisory 
functions" over the insurance groups and the respective measures to be taken in 
practice; (ii) the basis for determining the level of proposed prescribed fees to be 
payable by DIHCs; (iii) the types of specified arrangements to be maintained by 
a DIHC with its holding company; (iv) justifications for the exercise of IA's 
powers to wind up a DIHC; and (v) drafting issues in relation to certain 
provisions of the Bill.   
 
Amendments proposed by Administration 
 
10. The Administration intends to move certain textual and 
consequential amendments to the Bill upon resumption of the Second Reading 
debate at the Council meeting of 8 July 2020.  The proposed amendments are 
set out in Annex 2 to the Administration's reply letter dated 24 June 2020 to 
LSD's letter dated 17 June 2020.  It is noted that the Administration's proposed 
amendments are technical in nature.  
 

11. Subject to Members' views on the matters set out in this report, no 
difficulties have been identified in relation to the legal and drafting aspects of 
the Bill and the Administration's proposed amendments. 
 

Encl. 
 
Prepared by 
Clara TAM 
Assistant Legal Adviser 
Legislative Council Secretariat 
26 June 2020 
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